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Gourmet Japan returns for its sixth edition, bringing discerning diners the best of Japanese
culinary arts as well as featuring culinary talents and produce from the Land of the Rising Sun.
The month-long festivities showcase special menus by international guest chefs; exclusive
dining experiences complemented with fine Japanese whiskies and wines; bespoke cocktails at
leading bars. Embark on an epicurean adventure for sophisticated diners with an appetite for
nothing but the best!
Mastercard® cardholders enjoy exclusive privileges.
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ALL THINGS

Gourmet Japan returns for its sixth edition
from 1 to 31 May, whetting appetites with
Japanese gastronomy of meticulous detail
and unmistakable refinement. Enjoy a host
of exclusive dinners, casual dining and learn
how to whip up delectable recipes at culinary
workshops!
Organised by Sphere Exhibits, a wholly-owned
subsidiary of Singapore Press Holdings (SPH),
and Presenting Partner Mastercard Asia/
Pacific Pte Ltd, experience refined flavours with
beverages such as whiskies, wines and even tea.
Ms Elaine Chia, Managing Director of Sphere
Exhibits, shared: “Heartened by the success
of our gourmet festivals, we look forward to
presenting more events with greater finesse
and sophistication to discerning diners locally
and regionally. We are definitely excited to bring
back the sixth edition of Gourmet Japan in 2017
and have worked extensively with our partners
to bring the best gastronomic experiences
combining fine Japanese cuisine with exquisite
beverages such as whiskies, wines and more.
We are pleased to partner with Mastercard for
the very first time for Gourmet Japan and we
strongly believe that Mastercard’s well-defined
spectrum of local and regional cardholders will
definitely enjoy this gastronomical offering.”
“With Japan escalating as one of the world’s
most revered dining destinations, Japanese
cuisine enjoys a special place in the hearts and
stomachs of Singapore’s gastronomes. The
proof is in the panko, as despite the country’s
tastes being well-seasoned with diverse
flavors and cuisines from all over the world,
Singapore is home to more than 1,100 Japanese
restaurants offering everyone delights from
a comforting bowl of ramen to a memorable
omakase degustation.
However, a growing numbers of Singaporeans

are looking to extend their
enjoyment of Japanese
cuisine beyond the shores
of
home.
According
to the findings from
Mastercard’s latest survey
on Consumer Purchasing
Priorities,
Singaporeans
are flocking to Japan with
Tokyo as number 1 on the
list of destinations in Asia
Pacific they’d most like to visit,
with dining out high on the list of
priorities when they travel. To support this
growth, Mastercard developed the ‘Destination
Japan’ program which brings together dining
experiences for Mastercard cardholders
travelling to Japan.
To compliment this program, we are very
excited to be partnering with Sphere Exhibits
for this year’s Gourmet Japan to give Mastercard
cardholders another Priceless Singapore dining
experience with the opportunity to immerse
and indulge themselves in Japan’s most
popular food experiences at home.” shared
Ms Deborah Goldingham, Head of Marketing,
South East Asia of Mastercard Asia/Pacific Pte
Ltd.

COLLABORATIONS GALORE

Official Spirits Partner Beam Suntory needs no
introduction, producing a dynamic portfolio
of fine beverages allowing Gourmet Japan to
provide hoslitic dining experiences.
“For the sixth year in a row, Beam Suntory is
proud to collaborate with Gourmet Japan to
bring the best of Japanese dining to Singapore.
We have an unrivalled presentation of high
expression whiskies including the worldrenowned Yamazaki Sherry Cask 2016, our
award-winning aged range of Hibiki, Yamazaki
and Hakushu whiskies, as well as Suntory’s first
single grain whisky, the Chita. The experience
in store for all our guests will be unparalleled,
and we are once again flying down a host of
industry experts and ambassadors down from
Japan for Gourmet Japan for this extravaganza.
Beam Suntory is ready to make this year’s
Gourmet Japan unforgettable!” shared Ms Sally
Lim, Marketing Manager SEA, Beam Suntory.
ToTT, the official venue for ‘The Art of
Japanese Cuisine Workshops’, is equipped
with everything chefs might need.

OISHI!
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ALL-STAR INDULGENCE

Ms. Grace Tan, Director of ToTT, noted, “‘ToTT
Store is a kitchen wonderland with two
locations, ToTT @ Dunearn and ToTT @ Suntec,
which boast fully-equipped cooking studios
and carries exclusive cooking, baking and
hosting-related merchandise. Shoppers can
also shop online at www.ToTTStore.com for
quality products such as Cuisinart appliances,
Jamie Oliver tableware, Magisso kitchen tools,
and Nordic Ware bakeware. We look to aspire
people to cook, bake and host and for the fifth
year running, Gourmet Japan offers workshops
at ToTT @ Dunearn conducted by established
Japanese chefs in Singapore. We have seen the
increased level of interest year on year and we
are definitely pleased to be part of Gourmet
Japan once again. Through these workshops,
we hope to continue to inspire the recreation
of culinary masterpieces at home.”
Honda, manufacturers of innovative and quality
cars, is once again the official car partner. Mr
Nicholas Wong, General Manager of Kah
Motor Co. Sdn. Bhd. said, “Honda is proud to
be the Official Car Partner for Gourmet Japan
for the fifth year running. Over the past four
years, Gourmet Japan showcases exquisite
and quality Japanese culinary similar to
Honda’s values and dedication to delivering
our utmost in terms of products and services to
our loyal and new Honda customers. Honda’s
participation in Gourmet Japan relates back
to its Japanese origins offering distinctive
synergy of both the new and old. I am happy to
share this wonderful experience with our new
and existing customers by collaborating with
Gourmet Japan to host a series of exquisite
events for our customers. In appreciation of
our Honda customers, we will be inviting some
of our lucky customers to our sponsored event.
We look forward to seeing everyone there too.
For the very first time, Gourmet Japan is
delighted to partner with The 1872 Clipper Tea
Co. where exquisite tea blends will be served at
various dinners.
“1872 Clipper Tea has over the years built great
resonance with the local Japanese community
and visitors. We hope that through our
collaboration with Gourmet Japan this year,
our Japanese friends and those interested in
Japanese or Japanese-inspired cuisine and
drinks can get to experience and enjoy our
quality teas in new, unexpected ways,” shared
Mr Micheas Chan, General Manager of The 1872
Clipper Tea Co..

For more information, please visit www.gourmet-japan.com or call 6319
Organised by
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Two highly-anticipated dinners see international
guest chefs livening up gourmands’ expectations.
On 3 May, ‘The Cuisine of Celebrity Chef Hal
Yamashita with the wines of Errazuriz’ sees the
acclaimed chef create the wonder of ‘Jap-Jap’,
sublime flavours emanating from everyday and
premium ingredients while 27 May at Me@OUE
showcases ‘A Four Hands Dinner featuring Iron
Chef Hiroyuki Sakai and Celebrity Chef Chen
Kentaro
’ where delectable cuisine by the
duo will be paired with Suntory’s portfolio of
beverages.

WHISKY SUPREME

Whisky lovers can expect events featuring
Suntory whiskies, including rare productions,
complementing exquisite fare to dazzling effect.
Enjoy seasonal seafood flown in from Tokyo’s
Tsukiji market at ‘Traditional Edomae Sushi
Dinner featuring Yamazaki Whiskies’ on 2
May at two Michelin-starred Shoukouwa where
pristine flavours will be paired with Yamazaki
whiskies.
Most recently awarded Silver at Asian Masters
‘The Straits Times and Lianhe Zaobao Best Asian
Restaurants Awards’, Hashida Sushi Singapore
on 5 May hosts ‘An Omakase Experience with
Hibiki’. Leave it to Chef Kenjiro ‘Hatch’ Hashida
to bestow savoury pleasures paired with Hibiki
whiskies.
‘Hakushu presents The Flavours of Tokyo’ at
Shinji by Kanesaka on 31 May sees Chef Koichiro
Oshio present what he considers a holistic sushi
experience of cuisine and culture. Enjoy amazing

creations from the visionary, imbued with
refined craft, art and soul and complemented
by Hakushu whiskies.
‘The Limited Edition Suntory Whisky Dinner’
on 24 May at Ki-sho will highlight Chef Kazuhiro
Hamamoto’s culinary prowess in Kaiseki and
Sushi. The exquisite fare will be paired with
hard-to-come-by whiskies such as Hibiki Deep
Harmony, The Yamazaki 2014, The Yamazaki
1984 and Hakushu Sherry Cask 2012.

INVENTION GALORE

Beef lovers can look to ‘A Wagyu Kaiseki Dinner
with the wines of Elderton’ at Ushidoki Wagyu
Kaiseki on 16 May to satisfy their cravings.
Look forward to delicious creations from Chef
Yoshiyuki Kashiwabara, as he unites taste,
texture and presentation at ‘The Art of Kaiseki
with the wines from Tomi no Oka’ on 17 May at
Kaiseki Yoshiyuki.
With the freshest catch direct from Japan and
premium beef cuts, ‘Modern Japanese Dining
with the wines of Villa Maria’ on 18 May at
Takujo Japanese Dining will delight palates with
delectable dishes paired with five superb wines
from Villa Maria.
Savour Omakase-style dining and Japaneseinspired Tapas at the ‘Six Hands Cocktail Dinner’
at The Flying Squirrel (Private Works) on 9 May
where delectable flavours will be energised by a
fiesta of bespoke cocktails.

EXCEPTIONAL ELEGANCE

‘An Exclusive High Expression Suntory Whisky

Experience with Shinji by Kanesaka ’ on 25
May at The St. Regis Singapore, Presidential
Suite will exemplify exceptional dining in
wonderful opulence. Hosting the dinner will be
Suntory Whisky Global Brand Ambassador Mike
Miyamoto. The Yamazaki Sherry Cask 2016 will
be served alongside the Hibiki 17 Years Old, the
Hibiki 21 Years Old, the Hakushu 25 Years Old
and the Yamazaki 25 Years Old. The night’s
exquisite fare is in placed in the safe hands of
Master Chef Koichiro Oshino, making his way
over from Shinji by Kanesaka at Carlton Hotel.

CASUAL & CAPTIVATING

An ‘Evening Soiree with The Chita Whisky’ on
11 May at Bar on 5, Mandarin Orchard Singapore
lets you enjoy a scrumptious spread of dishes
with The Chita Whisky.
Yakitori lovers will savour authentic grilled
favourites at ‘Honda Presents Suntory The
Premium Malt’s Dinner’ on 23 May at Shirokane
Tori-tama, paired with Suntory The Premium
Malt’s to keep the good times flowing.
Last but not least, Man Man Unagi Restaurant
will host ‘An Unagi Indulgence with Suntory
The Premium Malt’s’ on 30 May with its first
seating at 6pm and second seating at 8.30pm.
There is definitely something for everyone!

Reservations and ticket purchases can be
made via www.gourmet-japan.com or through
the hotline (65) 6319 4038 . Mastercard®
cardholders enjoy 20% off all Gourmet Japan
events and Mixology Japan cocktail promotions.
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EXTRAORDINARY

MASTERY

At Gourmet Japan 2017, three internationally
renowned guest chefs will be gracing two
dinner events making it occasions for not to
be missed!

medium-bodied,
smooth
texture
and
citrus flavours and the juicy lushness and
memorably long finish of 2014 Max Reserva
Sauvignon Blanc.

On 3 May, embark on a magnificent culinary
journey, helmed by an award-winning chef!
During ‘The Cuisine of Celebrity Chef Hal
Yamashita with the wines of Errazuriz’ at
Syun, Resorts World Sentosa, the acclaimed
chef’s fabulous presentation of ‘Jap-Jap’, a
fusion style marrying everyday ingredients
alongside premium produce and a melding
of regional dishes from Japan’s various
provinces, is set to satisfy the most discerning
taste buds.

If two heads are better than one, then four
hands in the culinary sense must represent
palate-pleasing cuisine in all its splendour. To
savour such pleasures, mark your calendars
for ‘A Four Hands Dinner featuring Iron
Chef Hiroyuki Sakai and Celebrity Chef
’ at Me@OUE on 27 May.
Chen Kentaro

This fusion technique of Chef Yamashita
is inspired by a background in Kobe,
regarded as one of the first Japanese ports
to welcome foreigners, and naturally, global
cuisines. Unsurprisingly, the chef’s “Nouvelle
Japanese” style is inspired by these influences
and inspirations.
The evening’s menu will be paired with Viña
Errázuriz, a Chilean winery producing elegant
wines of rich complexity, complements the
chef’s marvellous fare. Enjoy six selections
including 2015 Wild Ferment Chardonnay’s

Shoukouwa
aromatic and salty, flavours set
to manifest in the night’s menu.
Tipple lovers will love a selection
of fine liqueur including Chita Single
Grain, Hakushu Distiller’s Reserve,
Yamazaki 12 Years Old, Hibiki 17 Years
Old and Yamazki Casked Umeshu, an
original Suntory plum liqueur matured
over time in toasted cask resulting a
luxuriant plum liqueur with a rich whisky
aroma and a mellow lingering after taste.
Left to right: Celebrity Chef Hal Yamashita, Iron Chef Hiroyuki Sakai
and Celebrity Chef Chen Kentaro

Yamazaki Whiskies

As “King of the Iron Chefs”, a title
accorded to Chef Sakai after victory
over all active iron chefs, Chef Sakai’s
culinary adventure truly began in
1980 when he opened La Rochelle.
Today, more than 40 years later,
La Rochelle is confirmation of chef’s
exceptional craft in serving Japanese-French
cuisine imbued with passion and technique.
Chef Chen Kentaro will undoubtedly also add
his masterful grasp of fiery Sichuan boldness
to the occasion. Continuing a proud legacy
started by Chen Kenmin, regarded as “Father
of Sichuan cuisine in Japan”, and father Chen
Kenichi, third-generation Chef Kentaro will
showcase sour, pungent, hot, sweet, bitter,

GET
WHISKED
AWAY
Whisky lovers can indulge their love for the beverage as superb blends
from Suntory will be served at three dinner events. On these nights,
enjoy how the brilliance of Yamazaki, Hibiki and Hakushu – Suntory’s
portfolio of whiskies – complement the exquisite culinary fare.

To experience these two unmissable dinner
event from masterchefs, call (65) 6319 4038
or visit www.gourmet-japan.com.
Mastercard® cardholders enjoy
20% off all Gourmet Japan events.

Hashida Sushi Singapore
Hibiki

‘Traditional Edomae Sushi Dinner featuring Yamazaki Whiskies’ on 2
May at two Michelin-starred Shoukouwa showcases the culinary highs
of premium seasonal seafood and produce, flown directly from Tokyo’s
renowned Tsukiji market. In an intimate space of tranquil elegance that
typifies Shoukouwa, chefs will present their interpretation of purity
– quintessential flavours of Edo style Sushi, achieved with minimal
cooking and served with consideration for quality of fish, finely balance
vinegared rice and ideal serving temperature for each fish.
As gourmands enjoy the rich depths of a unique Japanese art form,
smooth and well-balanced Yamazaki whiskies will take the night’s
indulgence to a higher level. Yamazaki whiskies marries craftsmanship
with the terroir of Kyoto, resulting in a sweet aroma and multi-layered
with fruit and Mizunara aromas, a result of aging in Japanese oak
barrels. Diners will savour Yamazaki Distiller’s Reserve, 12 Years Old
and 18 Years Old.
At Hashida Sushi on 5 May, gourmands can look forward to ‘An
Omakase Experience with Hibiki’. With more than 25 years experience

Shinji by Kanesaka

in Japan, second generation Chef Kenjiro ‘Hatch’ Hashida is raring to
whet appetites with an Omakase menu of savoury wonders. Known
for inventive techniques combined with authenticity to tradition,
Chef Hatch has duly received recognition from The Peak Selections:
Gourmet & Travel annual G Awards 2015 and was recently conferred
the Silver award at Asian Masters ‘The Straits Times and Lianhe Zaobao
Best Asian Restaurants Awards’.
The evening’s tantalising creations share the spotlight with Hibiki
(featuring Hibiki Japanese Harmony, 17 Years Old and 21 Years Old),
one of Japan’s most awarded and well regarded whiskies in the
world. Known to connoisseurs as harmonious with a subtle oakiness,
every Hibiki blend is amber in colour, infused with rich aroma before
rewarding palates with their distinct finishes.
Paying homage to Japanese culture and art on 31 May at Shinji by
Kanesaka is ‘Hakushu presents The Flavours of Tokyo’. Chef Koichiro
Oshino is poised to pull out all the stops and highlights what he deems
as a holistic sushi experience. With experience gained from stints in
Ginza, Tokyo and Hotel Okura Amsterdam in The Netherlands, palates
will be thoroughly satiated with a refined touch of craft, art and soul
from a true visionary.
Accompanying the appetising creations are Hakushu whiskies
(encompassing Hakushu Distiller’s Reserve, 12 Years Old and 18 Years
Old), a crisp single malt that comes across as gently smoky with herbal
notes. Enticing, enlivening and liberating in equal measure, it satisfies
with its resounding freshness.

Reward your taste buds with a plethora of pleasures
on these three respective nights by calling (65) 6319 4038
or visit www.gourmet-japan.com.
Mastercard® cardholders enjoy 20% off all Gourmet Japan events.

Hakushu
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TEA-RIFIC!

The 1872 Clipper Tea Co., a Singapore brand
with five generations of rich heritage, isn’t
simply about experiencing premium quality
blends hot or cold; rather, it is about embarking
on a lifestyle of rich exploratory experiences.
As Singapore’s oldest tea producer, blender and
retailer, The 1872 Clipper Tea Co. entices with
sublime tea flavours that celebrates sensory
enjoyment with assured quality production
– ISO 22000, non-GMO, halal and fair trade
certified in Sri Lanka.
While English Breakfast, Green Tea and
Earl Grey in the Essentials range need no
introduction, Garden Tea, a blend of Ceylon
tea leaves with natural rose petals offers a
mellow floral sweetness. Tea drinkers who
love fruitiness can opt for four flavours in the
Tropics range – Passion Fruit, Lemon, Mango
and Lychee while the Herbals & Blossoms
selection of Chamomile, Peppermint, Ginger
and Lemongrass are known to bestow such
health benefits as helping to improve digestion,
calming a fever or promoting overall heart
health.
The 1872 Clipper Tea Co. flagship store at ION
Orchard features an appetising array of teainfused choux puffs – ranging from the floral
eternal garden to the citrusy earl grey. Pair
it with a refreshing iced tea mocktail which
includes favourites such as Royal Tea Latte
and Lemongrass Ginger Black Tea for a perfect
afternoon treat. Likewise, expect chefs at
Gourmet Japan to utilise various tea flavours
to add a distinct touch to dishes and dazzle
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Singapore Orchid Gift Set
Set of 3 blends of local flavours – Halia Blossom,
Orchid Bloom & Dragon Eye Bouquet.

taste buds with nuances of unique flavours.
Also at Gourmet Japan, blends have been
carefully selected to pair wonderfully with
exquisite fare at selected dinner events. What’s
more, Mixology Japan will also see resident
mixologists from 10 participating bars create a
special limited time tea-infused cocktail just for
the duration under the Gourmet Japan event,
using selected blends from The 1972 Clipper
Tea Co. as inspiration.
Mastercard® cardholders
Mixology Japan cocktails.

enjoy

20%

off

Don’t miss this opportunity to try these inventive
concoctions that take tea to new heights!

NEW Little Grey Book
Four tins of Early
Grey blends, housed
in packaging that
resembles a book.

GREAT TASTE
AWARD WINNERS
Acknowledging the world’s fine food and drink
Refreshing Tea Break (2014)
Timeless Earl Grey (2015)
Cranberry Sunrise (2015)
Blissful Berries (2016)
Classic English Breakfast (2016)

GIFT-WORTHY COLLECTIONS
A Sip of Singapore
A Sip of Singapore comprises 2 tins of tea,
Garden Tea and Orchid Tea. This duo is an apt
representation of Singapore, fondly known as
a City in a Garden. Tea lovers and travellers will
now be able to reminisce upon their special
moments created in this beautiful Garden City,
with every sip of this enchanting brew.

Classic English
Breakfast
A lively & fullbodied brew
from Ceylon

Cranberry Sunrise
Refreshingly
tangy with
hibiscus blossom
& sweet cranberry
pieces

Timeless Earl
Grey
A creamy twist
to the classic
everyday tea

Expertly blended using only the finest quality
teas and ingredients, The 1872 Clipper Tea Co.
aims to whisk one away into the arms of a
comforting memory.
Travel Journal/Travel Luggage
Assorted tea bags celebrating Singapore’s
cultures and races, packed to resemble a travel
journal or luggage.

Refreshing Tea Break
Refreshing & enticing
mint flavor & aroma

Blissful Berries
A perfect medley of
5 power berries

Retail Stores: ION Orchard B4-07 | Raffles City B1-48 | TANGS at Tang Plaza B1 Retail Counters: Changi Airport (Discover Singapore shops) | Gardens by the Bay gift shops | Megafash |
Naiise | Night Safari Village Craft | Robinsons The Heeren B1 | Singapore Botanic Gardens gift shops Shop online at www.clippertea.com.sg FB/IG: @1872ClipperTea
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AN
UNMISSABLE
PAIRING
Ushidoki Wagyu Kaiseki

9

Ki-sho

Kaiseki Yoshiyuki

THE DELECTABLY UNIQUE
The epitome of invention is set to bestow a wealth of glorious flavours
on the palate. At four dinner events, prepare to enjoy stellar cuisine
with sensational tipple that will leave your taste buds wanting more.
On 16 May at Ushidoki Wagyu Kaiseki, ‘A Wagyu Kaiseki Dinner with
the wines of Elderton’ is when Chef Hirohashi Nobuaki elevates the
succulence of beef. Further livening up the night are fine wines from
Elderton which celebrate the absolute best that the Barossa Valley
has to offer. Using Ozaki beef from the Miyazaki Prefecture, Chef
Nobuaki is looking to reinforce that the whole animal can be enjoyed
wholeheartedly with a unique “Tongue to Tail” experience. Open your
mind to an seven-course menu where the chef presents Ozaki Beef
Sushi and Cold Ozaki Beef Shabu Shabu, both paired with Eden Valley’s
Riesling’s passion fruit mineral finish. Other menu highlights to look
out for are a medium bodied, crisp and subtle E Series Chardonnay
complementing a Pan- seared Hokkaido Scallop Wrapped with Ozaki
Beef Topped with Herbs and Braised Ozaki Beef with Bamboo Shoot,
going well with a richly warm and fruity Command Shiraz.

with the wines of Villa Maria’ is an occasion for seafood lovers,
with the freshest catch flown direct from Japan as well as excellent
beef selections. Prepare to enjoy a multi-course menu alongside five
outstanding wines from Villa Maria, New Zealand’s most awarded
winery with over 50 years of expertise. Wines served include 2014
Cellar Selection Sauvignon Blanc which is crisp and vibrant, the citrusy
and spicy 2014 Cellar Selection Chardonnay and 2015 Private Bin
Merlot’s sweet fruited and texture flavours.
‘Six Hands Cocktail Dinner’ at The Flying Squirrel (Private Works)
on 9 May sees Chefs Chen Jun, Au Kiru and Marcus Ibberson serve
a personally-curated menu of splendid delights. With a team that
brings together previous culinary experiences in Hide Yamamoto at
MBS, Inagiku and Tampopo and more, your taste buds will be truly
tantalised with signature flavours and unexpected twists is an array of
Omakase-style dining and Japanese-inspired Tapas. Various bespoke
cocktails have also been lined up, concocted using the Chita Single
Grain Whisky, Midori, Suntory Aged Umeshu and Suntory Kuromaru
Shochu.

Poised to redefine the experience of high-end Japanese dining is
‘The Art of Kaiseki with the wines from Tomi no Oka’ on 17 May
at Kaiseki Yoshiyuki. Expect sublime creations from Chef Yoshiyuki
Kashiwabara, as he seamlessly unites taste, texture and presentation
to stellar effect. Previously a chef to ambassadors based in Singapore
and San Francisco, Chef Kashiwabara has even been recognised by the
Japanese Foreign Service for his culinary contributions. Tomi No Oka,
a century - old winery producing wines from European and Japanese
grape varietals, complement the chef’s creations brilliantly with the
grace of lighter and fruity flavours. On the evening, enjoy selections
such as Japan Premium Koshu’s citrus fragnace and mellow savoury
flavour, the pleasant fruitiness of Japan Premium Muscat Bailey A
and Japan Premium Shinsu Chardonnay, a mild white with rich fruity
presence paired with Kaiseki courses of Yakimono (Grilled Rockfish),
Suimono (Japanese Seabass in Clear Soup), Agemono (Sea Urchin
and Eggplant) and much more.

The Flying Squirrel
(Private Works)

On 18 May at Takujo Japanese Dining, ‘Modern Japanese Dining

Elderton

Tomi no Oka

Villa Maria

Discerning gourmands should not miss these four unmissable spectacular
nights of delights. Make your reservation by calling (65) 6319 4038
or visit www.gourmet-japan.com.
Mastercard® cardholders enjoy 20% off all Gourmet Japan events.

Whisky lovers, especially those with a
penchant toward blends produced in limited
quantities or specially for the Japanese
market, will not want to miss ‘The Limited
Edition Suntory Whisky Dinner’ on 24 May
at Ki-sho. This evening promises a serving of
delicious culinary heights with increasingly
difficult to procure whiskies.
Nestled amongst the black and white
bungalows along Scott’s Road is Ki-sho, a
restaurant with masterful conception on
two fronts - interior design with an idyllic
Zen-garden sanctuary and culinary highs that
best describes Chef Kazuhiro Hamamoto’s
epicurean wizardry.
A graduate of Kyoto’s culinary arts college,
Chef Hamamoto honed his skills at highend establishments in Japan such as Ryotei
Kichisen, Ryotei Furukawa as well as abroad
including Singapore’s Waku Ghin for four
years. At Ki-sho, Chef Hamamoto brings
to life a unique interpretation of Kaiseki
cuisine, imbued with his personal touch while
respecting the essence of Kyoto traditions.
Equally proficient in preparing Kaiseki and

Sushi, this night promises a multi-course
indulgence of delectable delights, graced
by limited edition Suntory whiskies that are
almost impossible to come in the market.
The indulgence begins with Hokkaido Bafun
Uni with a layer of Dashi Jelly topped with
Oscietra Caviar enjoyed with the Japan-only
release Hibiki Deep Harmony, with a distinct
aroma and finish from Hakushu malt having
been matured in ex-red wine casks and Chita
grain matured in ex-sherry casks.
Named ‘The World best Single Malt Whisky’
at
2011
World
Whisky
Awards, The Yamazaki
1984’s
exquisite
complexity is a result
of aging in Japanese
‘Mizunara’ oak casks
and American and
European
ones,
and this is savoured
with Amadai Fish
fried
with
skin,
fruit eggplant and
Yamazaki Whisky
Sauce.

Going incredibly well with the chef’s
presentation of Seasoned Sashimi is The
Yamazaki Limited Edition 2014’s long, warm
and smooth finish as well as a Charcoal Grill
Wagyu with Shoyu Egg Yolk and Uni with
the slight acidic fruitiness of Hakushu Sherry
Cask 2012, a limited edition run of only 3,000
bottles.

Don’t miss an evening where supremely
delectable creations meets the rarest of whiskies.
Make your reservation by calling (65) 6319 4038
or visit www.gourmet-japan.com.
Mastercard® cardholders enjoy 20% off
all Gourmet Japan events.
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MASTERFUL
ELEVATION

Shinji by Kanesaka

On 25 May during ‘An Exclusive High
Expression Suntory Whisky Experience with
Shinji by Kanesaka ’, gastronomic heights
take on a whole new meaning.
Dine in the luxurious surroundings of the lavish
Presidential Suite of The St. Regis Singapore
with breathtaking views of the city district.
An extraordinary Omakase experience of
seafood and sushi dishes awaits discerning
taste buds. Master Chef Koichiro Oshino is
from Shinji by Kanesaka at Carlton Hotel,
which was most recently conferred Gold
at the inaugural Straits Times and Lianhe
Zaobao Best Asian Restaurants Awards list
during a special event at Asian Masters.
Early on in the evening’s menu, discerning
palates will be dazzled by Assorted Appetizers
including Abalone, Monkfish Liver, Sea Urchin

Yuba Spring Rolls and more. Fans of Sashimi
can savour Fatty Tuna, Sea Urchin and Omar
Shrimp while a seasonal selection of premium
Sushi will highlight freshness of the highest
order.
The multi-course indulgence also features
cooked dishes such as King Crab and
“Awakening of the Inca” Potato before the
end of the menu sees an Omar Crab Soup
with Crab Cake being served.
Not to be outdone by the magnificent fare
from Chef Oshino and his team, highly sought
after whiskies from Suntory will further liven
up the night’s proceedings. Curated to pair
wonderfully with dishes, the line-up includes
the Hibiki 17 Years Old’s delicate flavours of
tropical fruit with caramel, a long elegant and
fruity finish that characterises Hibiki 21 Years
Old and Yamazaki 25 Years Old, matured for
a quarter of a century to bestow a lengthy
finish that is equally robust and bittersweet,
Hakushu 25 Years Old’s herbal, nutty with
bittersweet oaky finish and the deep mellow
richness and complexity of Yamazaki Sherry
Cask 2016, aged in sherry casks strictly
selected by master blenders.
Gracing the dinner will be Suntory Whisky
Global Brand Ambassador Mike Miyamoto,

who has close to 35 years
of experience in the whisky
business.
With
previous
whisky-related job titles under
his belt including whisky blender,
General Manager of Production
Development
and
Executive
General Manager of the Hakushu and
Yamazaki Distilleries, Mr Miyamoto is
the ideal spokesperson to enliven the
night’s indulgence of
outstanding cuisine
and all things whisky.

Mike Miyamoto

To make your reservation for this brilliant
night of indulgence, call (65) 6319
4038 or visit www.gourmet-japan.com.
Mastercard® cardholders enjoy 20% off all
Gourmet Japan events.
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ELEVATING
THE
JOURNEY

For Gourmet Japan 2017, Honda is pleased to celebrate being the Official Car Partner for the
fifth year running.
Just as Gourmet Japan celebrates quintessential Japanese-inspired cuisine, no one in Singapore
knows Honda better than Kah Motor.
As the official exclusive distributor of Honda automobiles for more than 45 years in Singapore, it’s
not about simply buying a Honda at Kah Motor. It is also about having the peace of mind of enjoying
full-fledged services – after sales support, 5 year unlimited mileage warranty coverage, proprietary
servicing, round-the-clock assistance and specialist care for your vehicle.

CIVIC - Thrill has no limits.

Epitomising the thrill of driving is Honda Civic, the 10th generation
of the popular sedan, equipped with the 1.6L i-VTEC® engine or the
latest 1.5L Turbo engine in Civic 1.5 Turbo, the first-ever application
of a Honda turbo engine on our shores. Designed with a “wide and
low” concept, the Civic emphasises sportiness with sharp character
lines and dramatic proportions for dynamic handling, steering and ride
quality, as well as a world of self-assured driving experience through
innovations such as Honda LaneWatchTM System and Walk Away Auto
Lock. Look out for upcoming Civic 5-door hatchback and Civic Type
R, where sportiness is pushed to maximum limits, with design and
technology developed using Honda’s Formula 1 experience.

Jade RS - Sporty. Fun. Adventurous.
Excitement take centre stage with Honda Jade RS. Drivers enjoy the
thrill of zipping around with a sedan-like driving position coupled with
7-speed paddle shifter for an experience resembling a manual ride.
Thanks to a 1.5 VTEC® TURBO-powered engine, the smooth and powerful
acceleration experienced feels similar to that of a 2.4L engine without
any of the excessive noise. Agile Handling Assist (AHA) and rigid front
and rear suspensions provides a world of steady handling while sporty
handling and safety is assured through such technologies like Electric
Brake Distribution (EBD), Vehicle Stability Assist™ (VSA™) and 6 airbags.

Jazz - Drive on the fun side.
Equipped with ample interior space for five, the 5-door hatchback Honda
Jazz takes you where excitement resides. Jazz, fitted with 1.3L DOHC
i-VTEC® engine takes fuel efficiency in the compact class to new levels
while the 1.5L DOHC i-VTEC® engine with Direct Injection-equipped Jazz
RS offers greater dynamism. Through Earth DreamsTM Technology with
enhanced gear ratios and G-Design Shift, efficient fuel consumption and
quick acceleration is never far away.

HR-V - Bold and revolutionary.
The HR-V combines the elevated riding comfort of a SUV and the agility
of a zippy coupe. Fitted with Honda’s renowned ULTRA seats in the
second row, flexible seating modes for that row can be engaged – Utility,
Tall, Long and Refresh – to accommodate more passengers or bulkier
items depending on need. Drive performance isn’t compromised with a
1.5- litre i-VTEC® engine giving the HR-V ample drive to thrill with equal
parts power and elegance, while safety is reinforced by a host of features
including G-Force Control, Anti-lock Braking System and Electronic Brake
Distribution.

ODYSSEY - Move up to a higher class of travel.
At its heart, Honda Odyssey exudes a refined finish without forgetting the
high-level performance needs of vehicle dynamics, driver engagement
and handling finesse. With a pair of comfortable Ottoman cradle seats
in the second row, Odyssey EXV comfortably seats a group of 7, while
Odyssey EX has room for 8 with bench style seating arrangement for the
second row. Boasting stylish roomy interior, both models are fitted with a
2.4L DOHC i-VTEC® engine and front, side and curtain airbags offer peaceof-mind safety while greater overall handling and stability is enhanced
through Electric Power Steering and Motion Adaptive EPS.

Visit our showrooms to experience our Honda models today.
Showrooms: 255 Alexandra Road and 370 Ubi Road 3
6840 6888
www.honda.com.sg
https://www.facebook.com/HondaSingapore

THE PRISTINE
PAIRINGS
With over a century of experience and expertise in brewing and
distilling, Suntory needs no introduction for individuals looking for
beverages created with an artisan attention to detail. In particular,
three events at Gourmet Japan will satisfy those with a love of tipple,
complemented by flavoursome food that ticks all the boxes.
Why not relax, recharge and indulge during an ‘Evening Soiree with
The Chita Whisky’ on 11 May at Bar on 5, Mandarin Orchard Singapore.
Treat yourself to this distinctive whisky as you drink in the spectacular
cityscape at Bar on 5, all guest will be offered signature serve Chita
highball and Chita neat, as well as a delightful selection of appetisers,
sushi and sashimi, and Robotayaki skewer favourites like beef, chicken
and Kushikatsu, deep-fried skewers of meat and vegetables. Chita is
the first single grain whisky from the House of Suntory Whisky, and it
will be introduced at Gourmet Japan as the highlight of an exquisite
evening at Mandarin Orchard Singapore. Like the misty, calm seas
of the Chita Peninsula on a day of elegant stillness, this airy whisky
has a presence that is unmistakably serene. Traditionally used as the
“dashi” or broth that enhances the flavour of Suntory blends like the
award-winning Hibiki, this Chita Single Grain Whisky has undergone
continuous research and innovation over 40 years to finally take the
spotlight, exuding an unrivaled balance of complexity, subtlety and
refinement.
Those who prefer beer will be able to enjoy to their heart’s content as
Suntory The Premium Malt’s, a beer of delicate floral aroma and rich
taste, is paired to outstanding effect on two dinner occasions.
Yakitori lovers will savour authentic grilled favourites at ‘Honda
Presents Suntory The Premium Malt’s Dinner’ on 23 May at Shirokane

Man Man
Unagi Restaurant

Tori-Tama. Best known for their chicken skewers which use over 20
parts of the meat, guests will get to witness expertly-grilled selections
over charcoal, a sure-fire guarantee of appetite-enhancing aromas and
flavour nuances, The exceptional menu will feature a host of chicken
favourites such as Hatsu (heart), Soroban (neck), Tebasaki (wings) and
more, while beef lovers are not forgotten with Wagyu beef available. As
you enjoy these grilled delights, Suntory The Premium Malt’s, Suntory
Black and Suntory Half and Half will keep the good times flowing.
For those craving for an Unagi fix, look no further than Man
Man Unagi Restaurant as it hosts ‘An Unagi Indulgence with
Suntory The Premium Malt’s’ on 30 May with its first seating
at 6pm and second seating of 8.30pm. At this
Unagi speciality restaurant, Chef Yamashita
Teppei, backed by more than 20 years working
with Unagi, deftly grills imported freshwater
eel from the Mikawa Isshiki region, reputed to
supply the best freshwater eel in Japan. The
result is Unagi grilled to perfection with a nice
char on the skin. Just for this dinner, special
seasonal delights include Kimo, eel liver, Uzaku,
which is vinegared eel and cucumber and
Hitsumabushi with Hotaru ika (Firefly squid), a
eel dish which is usually enjoyed in a unique way,
and Parboil Unagi, slightly cooked eel sashimi.

Make your reservation for these three nights of sensational
indulgence by calling (65) 6319 4038 or visit
www.gourmet-japan.com. Mastercard® cardholders
enjoy 20% off all Gourmet Japan events.
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Everything Under The Land

OF

THE RISING SUN

Emporium Shokuhin is where gourmands
can discover a live seafood market, dryaged beef deli, gourmet grocer stocked
with the finest Japanese foods and 9
fantastic dining concepts!

PICK & DINE
This new concept from Emporium Shokuhin allows you to pick
live or freshly imported chilled seafood from our Live Seafood
Market. Select your preferred cooking style and enjoy it at either
Takujo Japanese Dining or Umi+Vino Seafood Wine Bar - it’s
that easy to indulge in your favourite seafood.
TAKEAWAY & DELIVERY
Prefer to create your own masterpiece at home? Enjoy 20%
off all Live Seafood when you purchase in-store for takeaway.
You may also visit our online Japanese Gourmet Grocer for
convenient delivery of Japanese premium products, fruits,
vegetables, condiments, sake and more - straight to your home!
Online Grocer: estore.emporiumshokuhin.com.sg
Pick & Dine enquiries: 6812 2176 (Takujo Japanese Dining)
6 Raffles Boulevard #01-18 Marina Square (New Wing) Singapore 039594
www.emporiumshokuhin.com.sg

EmporiumShokuhin
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GOURMET
IN YOUR HANDS

E V E N T LISTIN G
Shoukouwa

Traditional Edomae Sushi Dinner featuring
Yamazaki Whiskies
2 May | 7pm | Shoukouwa
$510.40++ (Mastercard® cardholders)
$638.00++ (other payment modes)

Syun, Resorts World Sentosa

The Cuisine of Celebrity Chef Hal Yamashita
with the wines of Errazuriz
3 May | 7pm | Syun, Resorts World Sentosa
$158.40++ (Mastercard® cardholders)
$198.00++ (other payment modes)

Modern Japanese Dining with the
wines of Villa Maria
18 May | 7pm | Takujo Japanese Dining
$150.40++ (Mastercard® cardholders)
$188.00++ (other payment modes)
Takujo Japanese Dining

An Omakase Experience with Hibiki
5 May | 7pm | Hashida Sushi Singapore
$414.40++ (Mastercard® cardholders)
$518.00++ (other payment modes)

Honda presents
Suntory The Premium Malt’s Dinner
23 May | 8.15pm | Shirokane Tori-Tama
$118.40++ (Mastercard® cardholders)
$148.00++ (other payment modes)
Suntory The Premium

The Limited Edition Suntory Whisky Dinner
24 May | 7pm | Ki-sho
$470.40++ (Mastercard® cardholders)
$588.00++ (other payment modes)

Hashida Sushi Singapore

Kenjiro ‘Hatch’ Hashida

Yuichiro Suzuki

Ronii Lee

On 6 and 7 May at ToTT Cooking Studio,
‘The Art of Japanese Cuisine Workshops’,
budding chefs get a chance to learn how
to create tantalising dishes from Japanese
culinary maestros. Embark on an epicurean
adventure of discovery where you will learn
the intricacies of preparing Japanese-inspired
cuisine from no less than eight culinary
maestros in each one-hour session.
On each day, four chefs will highlight
their dishes at 10am, 12pm, 2pm and 4pm
respectively. Located at Dunearn Road, ToTT
is a conducive environment where participants
are able to learn the chef’s recipes on a stepby-step basis and polish up their culinary skills.
Best of all, each chef will be demonstrating
two dishes during their slot.
On 6 May at 10am, Chef Kenjiro ‘Hatch’
Hashida from Hashida Sushi will bring to
life his edible artwork which showcases the

Norman Lim

Chen Jun

Taro Takayama

traditions & authentic flavours of Japan. Chef
Hashida will showcase creations Loquat Shira
Ae and Japanese interpretation of Fish Ball
Soup. Chef Yuichiro Suzuki from Ki-sho at
12pm will highlight his expertise through the
showcase of Yuzu Daikon and Tori Tatsuta
Age. At 2pm, watch as Chef Ronii Lee from
Me@OUE prepares dishes with JapaneseFrench touches. Gain insightful knowledge
on creating Salmon Tataki, Shredded Daikon,
Carrot, Cucumber, Nori Dressing and Kinshi
Tamago Chilled Ume Somen, Kaffir Lime
Dashi Tsuyu. Ending the day on a high at
4pm is Chef Norman Lim from The Fullerton
Hotel Singapore, who has more than 20 years
experience in the culinary industry.
Beginning at 10am on 7 May is Chef Chen Jun
from The Flying Squirrel (Private Works). At
12pm, Chef Taro Takayama from Mandarin
Orchard Singapore will showcase his distinct
culinary expertise where he features Crispy

Oliver Lee

Martin Woo

Chicken Miso Teriyaki and Seafood Chawan
Mushi. Taking over from Chef Takayama at
2pm is a Chef Oliver Lee from Emporium
Shokuhin who will demonstrate inventively
contemporary dishes which includes Smoked
Salmon Pizza and Madai Konbu Sashimi.
Rounding the two day workshops at 4pm, in
Chef Martin Woo from Mo’Mor Izakaya. With
Mo’Mor Izakaya specialising in JapaneseEuropean delights, Chef Woo will share his
immaculate grasp blending East with West
with his showcase of Miyazaki Tataki and
Ponzu and Fuji Apple Cured Hokkaido Salmon.

Call (65) 6319 4038 to
reserve your preferred slot for
The Art of Japanese Cuisine Workshops
or visit www.gourmet-japan.com.
Mastercard® cardholders enjoy 20% off
all Gourmet Japan events.

ToTT Cooking Studio

The Art of Japanese Cuisine Workshops
6 & 7 May | 10am, 12pm, 2pm & 4pm |
ToTT Cooking Studio
$20.00++ (Mastercard® cardholders)
$25.00++ (other payment modes)
Six Hands Cocktail Dinner
9 May | 7pm | The Flying Squirrel (Private Works)
$88.00++ (Mastercard® cardholders)
$110.00++ (other payment modes)

Ki-sho

Presidential Suite, The St. Regis Singapore

The Flying Squirrel (Private Works)

Bar on 5, Mandarin Orchard Singapore

Evening Soiree with The Chita Whisky
11 May | 7pm | Bar on 5, Mandarin Orchard Singapore
$64.00++ (Mastercard® cardholders)
$80.00++ (other payment modes)
For reservations, please call (65) 6831 6286

Ushidoki Wagyu Kaiseki

A Wagyu Kaiseki Dinner
with the wines of Elderton
16 May | 7pm | Ushidoki Wagyu Kaiseki
$214.40++ (Mastercard® cardholders)
$268.00++ (other payment modes)

Kaiseki Yoshiyuki

The Art of Kaiseki with the wines from
Tomi no Oka
17 May | 7pm | Kaiseki Yoshiyuki
$310.40++ (Mastercard® cardholders)
$388.00++ (other payment modes)

Iron Chef Hiroyuki Sakai and
Celebrity Chef Chen Kentaro

Man Man Unagi Restaurant

An Exclusive High Expression Suntory Whisky
Experience with Shinji by Kanesaka
25 May | 7pm |
Presidential Suite, The St. Regis Singapore
$1,110.40++ (Mastercard® cardholders)
$1,388.00++ (other payment modes)
A Four Hands Dinner featuring
Iron Chef Hiroyuki Sakai and
Celebrity Chef Chen Kentaro
27 May | 7pm | Me@OUE
$238.40++ (Mastercard® cardholders)
$298.00++ (other payment modes)
An Unagi Indulgence with
Suntory The Premium Malt’s
30 May | 6pm (First Seating) & 8.30pm
(Second Seating) | Man Man Unagi Restaurant
$86.40++ (Mastercard® cardholders)
$108.00++ (other payment modes)
Hakushu presents The Flavours of Tokyo
31 May | 7pm | Shinji by Kanesaka
$502.40++ (Mastercard® cardholders)
$628.00++ (other payment modes)

Shinji by Kanesaka
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MASTERCARD®
CARDHOLDERS ENJOY

Mixology Japan

20

%
OFF

In conjunction with Gourmet Japan, 10 bespoke bars will serve irresistible cocktails,
created using Midori liqueur, Kuromaru Shochu and Suntory Umeshu. What’s more,
there’ll even be The 1872 Clipper Tea Co. infused cocktails specially for the season!

Mixology Japan
Cocktail Promotions

Sip on exhilarating cocktail infusions by mixologists whose love for experimentation
lies in their creations presented before you.

Astor Bar
Tel: 6506 6859

Bincho
Tel: 6438 4567

BŌRUTO
Tel: 6532 0418

Fort By Maison
Ikkoku
Tel: 6336 0507
(after 4pm)
Tel: 9387 7197
(daily)

Maison Ikkoku
Cocktail Bar
Tel: 6294 0078

The Flying Squirrel
(Private Works)
Tel: 6221 7073

The Flying Squirrel
Tel: 6226 2203

The Horse’s Mouth
Tel: 8188 0900

The Wall
Tel: 6225 7988

Umi+Vino Seafood
Wine Bar
Tel: 6812 2175

For more information, please visit www.gourmet-japan.com
or call 6319

4038 (Mon - Fri, 9am - 6pm)
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